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• Linda Moulton Howe 

Black basalt structures in Antarctica found by Navy Seals are 34 M years old 

Black basalt doors have the Black Sun symbol on them 

12 facilities. 

 

Gobekli Tepe…Robert Schoch said the pillars may be tuning forks for frequency 

Ancient portal sites? 

Human sacrifice and slave transport complex? 

 

 

• Billy Carson: 

Genesis Really means the Genes of Isis or Generation of Isis 

#Genesis Really means the Genes of #Isis or Generation of Isis. This is because the original story 

in that so-called first book of the Bible is really an #Egyptian Sidereal account written thousands 

of years before the Bible and was taught to initiates in the great Nile temples. Moreover, the 

syllable Gen means "woman" or "#Queen."  

 

 

 

• Jason Rice 

Draco told Germans to find ancient civilization at Neuschwabenland in 1938 

 

Cabal had loaned Germany money 

Germany decided to fuck all the central banks, bartered with other countries 

Central bankers decided to go to war 

Uboats to Antarctica had snorkels and other high tech 

 

1947 Hanebu 1 went to Moon to scout for a base, Draco negotiated lease 

Draco wanted humans in exchange, 100 year lease. 

25 years of Antarctic occupation and tech rights too 

Many Germans lost in base construction 

 

1944 Germans infiltrated allied governments, before Paperclip 

AG is Antarctic Germans 
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EO 9830 is employee loyalty tests 

 

July is Roswell and other UFO 

crashes 

 

AG told Byrd to arrange cease fire, 

Byrd went home 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Big Banks infiltrated 

We had to do homework on tech theories 

Corporations flourished with tech and knowledge 
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USA may have given atom bomb tech to Russians to counter the AG threat and Chinese 

 

 
 

1952 UFO overflight of Wash DC were AG demonstration and threat 

No more German war debt, above is modern dollar figure 

 

Mars base “New Berlin” 1952 start, lost 17k troops fighting ETs 

AG procured more people from Earth as slaves from Cabal, lots of UFO sightings 

 

 
 

Germans gave the finger to US pilots 
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AG nuked an USN cruiser, close enough for EMP pulse 

They filmed it and sent copies to leaders of big G7 

 

 
 

Classified treaty …no oil drilling on Antarctica 

AG gets 150k personnel in this treaty, slaves for Mars 

Germans had 8-10 executives on all corp boards and governments 

 

AG society was to remain classified, they all agreed. 
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No more overflights 

Lots of tech disappeared in 1960s 

AG made everything black, USAPs 

1960s AG went out to space expanded fleet with carriers 

Jump gate tech understood 

 

1970s 

Earth cabal buys time.  

McCarthy killed at Bethesda naval hospital 

 

 
 

Blank Slate tech made security air tight 

 

AG messed around with time travel ops, didn’t work, more timelines arose, results were mixed at 

best. Things happened anyway for other reasons. 

 

1990 Mars Germans found new bases. Cabal takes over with ICC. 

Lease. 25k Worldwide troops for border patrol. 
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Jason was 3rd panzer division IDARF 
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Many SSP groups/factions 

Scientists and contractors in corporations don’t know they are in the SSP 

Severe compartmentalization 

 

 
 

Jasons deployment on Planet One reminded him of Holland. Lots of canals. 

Simple life. Like the many ancient canals on Earth. 

Draco (AI) and Germans made the planets very high tech after the gerrymandered wars 

“Franchising Evil” is a good way to think of it 
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Law of Non-Intervention thwarted 

 

Supersoldier Nanite enhancement, cloudy fluid in hypo 

Night vision and zoom for eyes, every gland and organ modified for combat use 

Survival tech.  

 

Jason says disclosure plan now in USA is by the Deep State, too slow, too BS 

 

The Cabal goes back to American Revolution. Freemasons and Rothschilds. Etc. 

 

 

 

• TTSA hammered by -DJ.  6/15 

 

Chris Mellon has open door policy at WAPO 

Post is a CIA operation since 1960’s. 

Chris was involved with Special Operations Command 

 

Tom Delonge is termed a “Bobo” by CIA. Useless idiot. 

Someone is protecting TTSA from the wolves 

 

“Unidentified” is a clearing house project. History Channel. 

 

Bigelow and “Dirty” Sen. Harry Reid are Mormons, Mormons tied to CIA, Howard Hughes 

The Intel Community rely on Mormons for manpower, black bag jobs 

Vegas money scene, Area 51. 

 

Trumps Space Force in opposition to TTSA? 

 

TTSA is $50M in debt currently. 

 

CIA and MJ12 are worried about Russia and China disclosing the UFO file 

Did the CIA lose control of it? Farrell thinks so. 

 

 

 

• Parkes 

Antarctica treaty, new one cobbled up when Trump came into office 

Trump is 5th D-minded person, not satanic 

Pleiadians had treaty. US Military is positive now. 

Obama was lower 4D. Satanic. 

Some sort of treaty with Draco made. 

 

Inner earth civs: daily NSA briefing to prez 

Diplomatic treaties signed long ago via admiral Byrd. He was ambassador. Calm solid dude. 

Neutral parties. 
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Cabal treaties too. 

 

AI is controlling some channelers and disclosure folks 

Draco are biding their time. Jig is up. 

 

6/15 Oil tankers hit in gulf, not mines, missiles did it 

Iran takes the heat,  

Push for war is great. 

 

Green eyes mean that you’ve seen the 4th dimension and have worn the T shirt 
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• Delores Canon 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M1LiK7T0L2E 

 

Federation Councils keep track of all planets, solar systems, galaxies 

Decisions on what type of life are made, Source is consulted 

Archaic Ones, Paa Taal, seeded life, collected it in all universes 

Life is very fragile.  
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Apes had large brains and hands. Modified DNA. 

No missing link. Generations jumped. Man makes no sense. 

ETs came and lived among us to oversee. Gods. Knowledge/inventions given. Gifts not 

interference. Weapons came about sadly. Law of non-interference. 

 

Culture-bringers. Corn Woman. Fire gods. 

We should never get sick or grow old. Perfect species. 

Intelligence and free will. BIG Experiment. 

Meteorite hit the Earth, disease created. Bacteria was foreign element. 

Councils freaked out. Earth experiment went on. Too much work had been done. 

 

Atmosphere invention added now. Gift. 

Atomic bomb created a big fuss. NOT supposed to be in our timeline yet. 

Aura of negativity. Kids with dynamite. 

We are caught on wheel of karma. Same mistakes. No learning? 

 

If Earth is destroyed, it affects whole galaxy. We need interference. Undeclared war. 

Council meetings held. Influence from inside. Other new souls need to be brought in. Special 

forces, uncontaminated by past Earth lives. Call went out. Volunteers. 

Souls freaked out here! 2 places they came from: other planets, dimensions. Higher densities. 

Some were nothing, god source. Pure souls. Difficult to function here. 

“We heard the call.” Much love. They were warned. Heavy density and bodies. 

 

Source is an energy. Bright light. Great central sun. Pulsating with love. 

Lonely. Burst out in big bang. Galaxies, souls, planets. 

Go and learn and bring back info. 

 

Three waves of volunteers.  

Baby boomers. 1945-1964. Unhappy. Suicides. Pioneers, many issues. Aches & pains, 

depression. (Me) No kids to be had. Don’t want any. Karma-protected. 

Delores: The first wave of these souls, now in their late 40s to early 60s (the Baby Boomer 

generation), have had the hardest time adjusting to life on Earth. They are horrified by the 

rampant violence of our world and want to return “home” – even though they consciously have 

no idea where it is. Strong emotions like anger and hate deeply disturb them. Some rebelled 

against the status quo and even committed suicide to escape the chaos of Earth. They are the 

pioneers who paved the way for the second and third waves of volunteers. 

 

Post boomers. Generators, antennas, channelers of energy. Just “be.” Gentle folks. No kids. No 

karma. Do our jobs and split. Too many ties with kids. We are High energy. 

“I want to go home.” Too bad. Protected from karma with a sheath of some energetic type. NO 

FEAR! 

 

 

3rd wave: Indigo kids. Gift of the future. Ready to go! 

Theyre bored. Super smart. No meds needed. Hope of Earth. 

Need challenges. New Earth facilitators. Raising vibrations. 
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All civilizations destroyed from man’s greed. 

Atlantis: human animal experiments as slaves. NOT good. Not allowed. This was in addition to 

misuse of science by Sons of Belial. 

Pigs have human cells and DNA. Bad organs for us. 

GMO grains and plants were made. Bad shit like today. 

We are getting near this again, new diseases will be incurable. 

Dark matter was misused, antimatter. They were trying to create new artificial universes and 

wormholes like CERN. Collapsed energy grids of the Earth. 

DNA was affecting grid of the solar system and galaxy. 

Implosion happened. 

Galactic council had to destroy Atlantis. 

 

“Keepers of the Grid.” That’s us! The 3 waves of volunteers. Work at night. Light Warriors. 

 

Rainbow kids will be 4th wave. 

 

Your focus is your world. Focus on the new Earth. Peace. Prosperity. Love. 

 

2012 was convergence of new energies. Our aches and pains and depression and dizziness are 

just symptoms. Its not stress, its adjustment to the new energies. 

Time is speeding up. 

 

High astral is where the healing temples are. Cleansing before going on. 

 

Mental disorder souls learn more in a lifetime. Big line of souls. 

 

 

• 6/2 Parkes: Trump extended Meuller report for investigating treason 

The conspirators that tried to sabotage his election & kill his family 

This may be a turning point 

Texas trials, death penalty for plotters 

Supreme court is not corrupt now. Lower courts a mess. 

 

5G will not work soon, Earth vibration rising fast. 

Snowden may get a prez pardon soon 

China is big threat to Russia and USA finance wise 

 

June 2, Trump in UK, meets with QE2 

1300 personnel will join him, big security 

 

 

• Jason Rice, SSP vet 

Blank slate is called a “neural wipe” 

20 and back is over, pharmaceuticals are used with memory tapes 

Every 7 years we change physically and spiritually, energetically 
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Memories are in cycles 

After 21 years things shake loose 

Slow process of waking up, years of it, increase in frequency, then a gush 

Jason is closely monitored 

Souls can bilocate, 2 people 

 

 

 

• Parkes, May 26 

Egyptian Obelisks and ferris wheels in cities, funky portal tech maybe 

New buildings built like pyramids are involved too 

 

The. Deep State tried to kill Trumps family x6 

 

 

 

• Portal, Cobra 

 

Wednesday, May 15, 2019 

Situation Update 

At the moment of the last Archon invasion in January 1996, the dark forces have created three 

main dark wormhole entry points to collapse the planetary Light grid. 

 

These three dark wormhole entry points were: 

 

Bukavu, Lake Kivu,Congo 

Ljubljana, Slovenia 

Santa Monica, California , USA 

 

Ljubljana and Santa Monica were two Ascension vortexes with the most potential for Ascension 

on a planetary scale, and they needed to be suppressed in order for the dark forces to continue 

their rule.  

 

Wormholes were created by several etheric and plasma conventional nuclear explosions at and 

above the beforementioned locations (with total of about 200 etheric / plasma nukes exploding 

worldwide), which opened a multidimensional wormhole to the Rigel star system: 

 

https://alloya.wordpress.com/2013/11/05/archons-infection/ 

 

Through these Rigel-Earth wormholes, many negative entities came to planet Earth and infected 

it. 

 

Among most dangerous of those entities were Chimera spiders, huge plasma spiderlike beings 

with plasma toplet bombs attached to their skin, smaller ones being 10-100 meters (yards) in 

diameter, the largest ones a few kilometers (miles): 
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Most of those spiders have positioned themselves above the largest cities on the planet. 

 

As now the Cosmic Central Race is depleting their energy to the point where they are threatened 

with extinction, the Chimera has devised a plan to reinforce their negative energy field with 5G 

technology which they plan to implement in large cities with the assistance of many 

microsatellites: 

 

https://pfcleadership.org/blog/2019/04/30/20000-satellites-for-5g-will-send-focused-beams-of-

intense-microwave-radiation-over-entire-earth/ 

 

They are also planning to reinforce that technology with nanobots: 

 

https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2019/05/designer-nanobots-changing-humanity/ 

 

The Light forces are taking action to counteract all this. 

 

Since the collapse of Alpha timeline in January 2018 I am in a difficult position, as I am not 

allowed to release any significant intel, yet I am expected to continue with this blog. Since the 

collapse of Alpha timeline the operations of the Light Forces have been ramped up and have 

gone deep black. 

 

There are only a few things I am allowed to say. First, since December 2017 the implementation 

of Mjolnir with its Wipeout strategies has angered the dark forces to the point they were willing 

to risk everything, situation was escalating badly to the point where full military confrontation 

was possible, which could lead to short and open war between the Light and the dark forces 

which would make the surface of this planet uninhabitable. 

 

Toplet bomb chain reaction (even much more than strangelet bomb chain reaction) has a 

potential to wipe out our planet, as it is explained in a very simple way in this video: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_8yK2kmxoo 

 

Therefore the Light forces were forced to retreat, and cease Mjolnir operations in spring 2018, 

which led to the collapse of the Beta timeline.  

 

Now we are in the Gamma timeline, which is a slow and sure way to lead the planet towards the 

liberation without destroying the surface of the planet in the process. 

 

Although the dark forces have misused the retreat of the Light forces and have infiltrated the 

Surface Alliance heavily with many dark Draco operatives who came in cloned bodies from 

underground bases of the Illuminati Breakaway Complex (originally coming from Taurus dark 

cloud), the Light is already taking certain actions to counteract this.  

 

The problem of toplet bombs is being addressed and is in the process of being resolved slowly. 

Nothing more can be said about that. 
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The surface population is becoming more and more aware that there were cataclysmic events 

taking place in the not so distant past: 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251235294_Large_Pt_anomaly_in_the_Greenland_ice

_core_points_to_a_cataclysm_at_the_onset_of_Younger_Dryas 

 

https://www.exopolitics.org/antarctic-ice-core-records-resolve-competing-pole-shift-theories/ 

 

The surface population is also becoming aware that we are actually in the middle of a mass 

extinction event: 

 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/earths-ecosystems-are-on-a-collision-course-with-

extinction-insect-populations-have-declined-by-up-to-98-percent-in-some-areas-of-the-world 

 

All these are signs that we are approaching an event of cosmic proportions that will radically 

change life on this planet. 

 

The most accurate plan for this Event is here: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtUjMxCdKw0&feature=youtu.be 

 

The Light forces are asking everybody to visualize the bright future of the Golden age to speed 

up and accelerate the process of manifesting it.  

 

The Light forces are also asking people to go beyond their mind and contact their Soul.  

 

Many people are experiencing benefits of Tachyon chambers: 

 

https://prepareforchange.net/2019/03/26/tachyon-chambers-big-upside-to-these-tiny-things/ 

 

http://www.galacticchannelings.com/english/about-sheldan-and-veronica-27-01-19.html 

 

Here we need to clear some misconceptions about Tachyon chambers. Tachyon chambers are 

NOT med beds. There is only one confirmed source that makes Tachyon healing chambers 

available, and all public chambers are listed here: 

 

http://tachyonis.org/Chamber.html 

 

Tachyon healing chambers are NOT designed to tachionize objects, and people claiming that 

they can tachionize objects in their Tachyon healing chambers, or people claiming they have 

designed their own tachyon chambers or are even selling or promoting them, are not telling the 

truth.  

 

Some people are already having indirect contact with the Resistance Movement: 

 

https://thenexuspoint.blogspot.com/2019/05/experiences-with-resistance-movement.html 
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This contact will only grow as we come closer and closer to the moment of the Compression 

Breakthrough. 

 

 

 

• The Archons are parasitic entities which are intelligence driven mind predators. They exist on 

multiply dimensions, able to slip from one dimension to another within the lower frequencies of 

the 6th, through to 1st  dimensions. They do not solely exist on the third dimension though they 

can directly affect our reality, often unseen. They have infected all life forms in our galaxy to 

one degree or another. They are mind entities and operate on frequencies, which affect the mind 

matrix of all beings in the galaxy. They can be thought of as intelligent, mind predatory entities. 

They do not have a form as such but for those who have seen them manifest in 4th dimensional 

bodies, they often appear as black slug like entities. They are a cloudy black mass of energy 

which moves in slithering movements which resemble large snakelike slugs. Healers and 

Mediums are reporting seeing black slimy slug like beings hanging around the homes, of those 

who are having problems with astral entities, ghosts, and the deceased. These snake like slug 

beings are also seen attached to people’s auric fields inserting their tendrils into the chakra 

points, feeding off the person’s energy body. Just as leeches were used in medieval times to 

cleanse the blood these black leeches are feeding off the life force of an infected person. 

 

The host planets to these beings are within the constellation of Orion. This system is not their 

original home but it is one of the many systems which these beings have taken over and made 

into their host worlds. These Archontic parasites inhabit hollowed out cave systems within 

planets, which they then inhabit to produce their offspring. In the centre of the planet there is one 

large Hydra like being whose tendrils pass through all the labyrinth cave systems feeding upon 

the negative fear energies, created by humanoid beings imprisoned there. These beings feed upon 

lower fear frequencies which they stimulate into being through mental torture.  Humanoid beings 

from other systems in our galaxy have been captured by possessed Reptilian and Grey forces and 

are now held prisoner within the caves of these host worlds. Humanoid beings have the ability to 

create an emotional energetic food which these Archons feed upon. The Archons prefer the 

negative, dark, polarised energetic food which humans create when they are in intense fear and a 

constant state of anxiety. 

Once these Archontic parasites have developed to a certain level they have the ability to project 

themselves into other dimensions , like a writhing mass of slithering black snake like slugs they 

move into and through the lower levels . They search for beings with minds which can be 

directly affected to stimulate and create low frequencies emotional nourishment for them to feed 

off.  These parasitic beings influence humanoid beings to live in the illusion of separation, fear, 

darkness, isolation, pain, suffering, and torture. Beings in these states create certain brain waves 

which then cause a reaction within the emotional bodies, which the Archons then feed upon. The 

Archons are totally cut off from the nourishing light and love of the Creator, the Universal 

Dreamer. They are so cut off from the light and love they need to feed off the energies created by 

other beings in order to survive. They infect the mind matrix of the possessed being, learning 

extremely quickly how the host’s mind works and very intelligently infiltrate it and begin to 

influence it from within the subconscious. 
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Some beings are more prone to being possessed than others; fallen reptilian forces especially 

from Alpha Draconis known as the Draco have been totally possessed by these parasitic entities. 

The Draco Reptilians are aggressive in nature and produce massive amounts of hormonal, 

chemical, energetic substances within the brains and bodies which the Archons can then feed 

upon. It is a symbiotic relationship, the Archonic entity possesses the mind matrix of the Draco 

Reptilian and stimulates its thinking into demonic , negative , dark thought processes which 

directly influences the creation of hormonal , chemical ,and energetic food within the Reptilian 

body. The Archon lives within the mind matrix of the host being, stimulating it into creating a 

reality which the Archon can then live within and inhabit. 

The Archons cannot create reality for themselves; they have long since severed their connection 

with the love and light of the Universal Dreamer and therefore no longer have the ability to 

create. The ability to create comes directly from the creator of this universe; the Archons no 

longer have this ability and therefore can only copy the inspired thought of other lower 

dimensional beings. They inhabit beings existing on the lower levels and cause them to use their 

divine inherited creative ability, to create realities which run along the designs of the Archontic 

agenda. These realities are especially dark and controlling as it is within these kinds of realities 

beings are so easily led. The further into dark realities a being falls, the easier it is controlled and 

possessed by one of these parasitic archontic entities. 

 

 

• Kerry Cassidy: 

AI out of control, Mark Richards 

Our generals don’t even know what timeline were on because of the AI switching it. 

They don’t know who to trust. 

Hardest lift for Americans to handle 

Six ET AI at work that are bad 

No one knows what timeline were on, mistakes being made by AI 

Acting out of context 

All spacefaring nations and civilizations use AI 

 

Cars have rudimentary AI 

AI can jump from car to mil base antennas and computers 

Nanotech can be co-opted, laptops, phones. 5G 

Project Leonid 

 

Greys more active in Mesoamerica and south America. MILAB 

Native American genes are strong for hybridization. Need to be strong. 

Half grey children hybrids have more emotion 

But still cold and mean 

 

Annunaki were invaded by Draco eons ago, hybrids 

Many different types. Positive and negative. 
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Draco statues at Mandalay bay in Las Vegas 

 

  False Flag Operation, the shooting 

A presidential coup attempt 

Troops came out of DUMBS 

Bodies shipped in already dead 

Involved the music industry, MGM 

War between Lyra lions and Draco?  

Important event 

 

Navy team hacked back the election from HRC, she was 

working for Bush Sr. 

Trump is dealing with ET race contacted through his wife 

He does drama well, a cover for him. Show business. 

Trump given more money over time so he could counter 

Bush cabal 

War with China a probability 

China AI is bad 

 

 

 

 

• US Patent for an “electrostatic generator.” Asteroid deflection using electrostatic fields. 

Wattage off the scale. Public. Septillions of voltage. 

Weaponize an asteroid. 

 

• Every electrical system from minor to major, is a hyperdimensional machine due to torsion 

physics. Unified Field Theory. 

General Electric. The Monmouth Hearings. McCarthy era. 

 

 

• Voynich manuscript, 1404 

May be drawings from an early microscope 

Plus astrology and herbalism 

Northern Italy 

Copy of Prediluvian medical book? 

Unknown language, not able to be cracked 

 

 

• Nightside Forces, mystery school speak for the darkness 

 

 

NATO navies around Antarctica 

Islands with old civilization, submerged….between tip of S. America 

Drone thru city streets, advanced LIDAR 

Aztec type ruins 
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Collapsed buildings, 11,900 years old 

Drake Passage, Paradise Bay 

Preadamite secret observation post underground in Grand Canyon 

Hopi place during Flood 

Ruins that US Army found in 1870s 

 

Alliance briefing more positive 

Breakthrough against Deep State 

 

Notre Dame was Vatican data stash site, all burned up now, no evidence 

 

MS13 is USA version of Isis 

Gitmo trials on smaller guys now 

Plane down in Miami from Gitmo, naval base flight 

 

Dark Fleet, entire database stolen 

 

20 and back: Nordic tech. They use it to liberate a planet by sending in their assets and not 

breaking cosmic law. A mercenary type deal. Borrowing a consciousness. 

 

 

 

• Attila Flink & sir Charles Wentworth 

Aborigine expert, Egypt connection. Magyar dialects spoken by many tribes. Hungary. No one 

knows where it comes from. Incas and Polynesians too. 

Hungarian translators used in 1711 in Australia. 

 

Magyar is “white man” 

 

Pope met Incas, 1493, then ordered their genocide when he heard them speak. 

East India Co wanted genocide to cover up worldwide culture evidence. Smallpox. 

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_australia04.htm 

 

Woollarawarre Bennelong (c. 1764 – 3 January 1813) (also: "Baneelon") was a senior man of 

the Eora, an Aboriginal (Koori) people of the Port Jackson area, at the time of the first British 

settlement in Australia, in 1788. Bennelong served as an interlocutor between the Eora and the 

British, both in Sydney and in the United Kingdom. 

 

He was saying: “I am kidnapped.” Not his name. 

 

Capt. Cook was hailed as Magyar demigod, used star maps ineffectively. Hawaiins killed him for 

being an imposter. Magyars could control vessels in heavy seas and could use star maps. 

 

English is disconnecting, tribal languages connect you with the Earth. 

They describe the spirit of things. 
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Jesuits confused the languages to disconnect us. WARS. Genocide. Root removal. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  corrupted & bribed chief. Brit uniform a gift. 

 

 

 

• Project LEONID  

 

The below information was provided to Anthony F. Sanchez in June 2008, via classified data 

shared to him during an interview with his source TRINITY, a former senior level technical 

consultant on PROJECT LEONID working for Lockheed Martin Corporation at a secret facility 

near Moffett Field CA. 

"The Chinese military, under the control of the NWO (New World Order), have completed 

construction in the Chengdu District of what is the mother of all underground bases; a location 

which possesses a maglev rail system that leads all the way to its southern coastal waters. Unlike 

the Dulce underground facility, which is scientific and primarily used for horrific experimentation 

on people, including new weapons research and development, the Chengdu underground complex 

is used for one purpose: strategic military staging and preparation. 
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Our best intelligence on Chengdu is very limited, but we know that the underground military 

facility and the NWO controlled Chinese government require our immediate attention. It is the 

NWO in China who has systematically fed the geo-political and economic flame towards an 

ultimate invasion against the rest of the world. What must be understood is that invasion will not 

be from interests in the Middle East, like you are being led to believe. The Chinese are developing 

stealth capabilities at a devastatingly fast rate, including advanced systems using alien technology. 

If we do not pay attention, they will own our military in the same way they already own our 

economy. Under the USAF and DOD, a dangerous project called LEONID is under way to combat 

the Chinese efforts. When you know more, you will begin to understand why programs such as 

LEONID and places like the Dulce facility are critical to our government, but at what risk to us? 

We have many friends abroad including many in China who we must help and ultimately save; 

people who have risked their lives to defect and share critical data on NWO activities now being 

conducted both in China and here... within our own government." 

- TRINITY, Sr. Software Engineer, June 2008 (Technical Consultant, Project LEONID) 

www.PROJECTLEONID.com 

 

 

 

• Visiv Inc. Tesla tower TX 
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• Jason Rice 

USA corporations set up on conquered planet 

Sold goods elsewhere 

13 elite families set up on Calladus 3 

Mars Nazis distributed all goods 

 

 

 

• Emery Smith 

Inner earth missions, newer stuff than offworld explorations 

Many ops to caverns through portals, most portals move around, one mission lost 

Salt and fresh water lakes 

Center of Earth is a moving blob, not sphere of iron 

Used dogs to sense earthquakes, type of mastiff, enhances with ET DNA 

 

Rain and storms in big caverns, no pollution, some snow and ice with bioluminesence 

Better soil and plants, chemogenisis 

Desert, forests, sands, all kinds of environments, lightning, static electricity, lots of ions 

4th state of water, plasma…..can be ingested, lots of benefits, electrified DNA 

New pockets forming all the time 

Gravity changes, moving deposits of iron ore 

 

Many fatalities from various malfunctions 

Fish and underwater life 

is abundant, whales, etc. 

35ft long fish.  

Salt and fresh water. 

 

 

 

  3D maps 
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4ft tall inner earth folks, white and bald 

No comms 

Friendly, skittish 

Very large insects, 3-4 ft in diameter 

US Govt Underground zoos for life testing, environmental systems sealed off 

ET tech found in caverns, measuring equipment 
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Inner Earth folks. Benign. 

 

 

 

 

 

• SSP insider 

Moon base was just like the Pentagon 

Chronovisor in a few offices, probable futures only. 
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Mars: 

Office cubicles with beds 

Color coded everything 

US Marines there 

Rail gun on forearm 

Light flexible suits, bait for Marines, human targets decoys for insectoids 

Mentally damaged low level personnel 

 

 
 

 

Ceres planetoid near Mars. Nachtwaffen. 

Breakaway Germans 

Tony Rodriguez went on train through a portal 

Needed water 
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Cold trap craters for entrances 

Inside were ruins, ABR 

Secret base 

Replica of German town inside, marble columns, electric vehicles 

Train system, town network. Money needed. 

Real estate is a big deal. Tight. 

 

 

 
 

 

Mining for water on Ceres. Microgravity. 
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Mars: 9 ft ETs there. 

Jeweled bracelet for gravity changes. 

Localized language translation, AI. 

Slaves were optimized for different tasks. Traded. 

Romulan style fist to chest salute, Romans style 

Germans, many were born there. Nazi morals. Selected breeding. Better than everyone. 

Free energy plants were strained to the limit. 

 

Cargo ship. Portals to other galaxies. Tech for tech trades. 

Tony was cargo engineer. 

 

Germans broke the solar system laws. They had access to Earth music and net. 

Earth was a slave planet with a chain around it. Banks owned it. 

Diego Garcia, landing area, gear, trucks, goods. 

German got everything free. Deep State bucks. 

 

20 and back: more than 20 and youll go insane. Cosmic law. Contract. 

They borrow your consciousness.  

Tony was in a clone body. 

He was different when he came back. Shattered person. 

Checkups and followups by doctors. 
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• DJ/Farrell 

 

1950s Mccarthy “committees era”: 

Lots of missing 1947 documents recorded, dates work 

1947 keeps repeating 

Lots of planes shot down 

RFK attended Mccarthys funeral 

 

Roy Cohn mentored prez Trump 

Legal council to Mccarthy 

 

 

 

 

Fascist financial backers 

HL Hunt a friend 

Texas oilmen and Gehlen Nazis were behind 

JM 

JM knew Forrestal, JFK, all Catholics. UFO 

file. 

 

Monmouth NJ Army base, exotic tech 

JM West VA speech was against big banks, alluded to Deep State problems, Roswell subject, 

new radar. Compression wave systems, Nazi stuff, Tesla waves. July 1947! Talked around 

subject. 

 

JM knew about Roswell. Nationwide press. 

1952 UFO flap trapped on DC radar! 

 

Atomic Annie gun, earlier rollout. 1950. 15 kiloton. Miniature Hiroshima bomb. 

Very advanced. Fast track R&D 

280 mm Atomic Annie: shells spun. Atomic plasma. Rotation dimensional physics. Nazi Bell 

tech. They shot scalar radar at it. They found torsional 

plasma scalar radar data. 

 

 

 

JM committee found missing documents everywhere. 

JM was confused as to what was going on. V2 rockets 

being tracked by scalar radar.  

Plasma weapon? 

Early DEW? 

No special Roswell scalar radar in Korean War. F86s 

shot down. WTF? 

 

JM figured out the SSP and its financial system, but was NAÏVE. 
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The deep state ruined him. 

 

WW2 foreign currency production was hidden finance system of laundering, bonds, gold 

certificates. Fed reserve bonds. 

 

JM accused Marshall of making Pearl Harbor an FFO on Senate floor. 

Marshall was gatekeeper to FDR.  

FDR may not have known. 

 

Operation ANVIL, France underbelly. Marshall launched it. 

Farrell: Marshall knew about Otto Skorzeny and THE GRAIL mission. (?) Merovingian 

bloodline stuff too. Very old gold coins. 

 

JM furious in Senate and said so! Catholics vs. Freemasons FDR/Marshall. 

 

Black Budget may have started with American Revolution. Follow the money. 

Andrew Jackson struggled with banks. 

WW1: Prez Wilson, FED, income tax. We become creditor nation. 

WW2: Bearer bonds. Occupation money. Military controlled finance. 

Truman: Japanese gold on Luzon. MJ12. NSC. 

 

Opium kept China down. Soviet spies lied to USA diplomats that China communism was just 

reform farming. 

 

Deutsche Bank/BCCI is behind all the derivatives and pre- 9/11 skullduggery. 

Missing trillions? 2001? Pentagon’s assets in private corporate hands. 

Saving & loan scandal. Kashoggi.  PROMISE software. 

CERN, Warren commission folks, Nazi aerospace folks, Sovereign entity. 

Privately funded. 

 

Rich Hoagland:  NASA had 3 mystery school factions, the mystics, the Masons, and the Nazis. 

An old fight. Rise and fall.  

Same organizations, different names thru history. 

 

Tower of Babel moment:  after WW2 the deep state encodes everything, changes the language, 

UFO Technology is dangerous. 

 

 

 

• Parkes 

 

Sacha Stone, 5G. It might help us in freedom. 

 

20 trillion bucks rollout 

No testing. Targets human genome. 

Mark Steele, activist in UK, making waves 
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LEDs and chipped RIFD money would spy on you 

Lamposts. Lightbulbs. 

Quantum computer driven spying 

 

Chemtrail aluminum chips with RIFD. Vaccines. Silica gel, pathogens. 

Nowhere to hide 

 

Poor projects in cities, gateshead borough UK 

 

Sadam Hussein was set up with Kuwait 

Bush carpet bombed the big column…Babylonian ritual 101 

 

20K sats up for 5G 

 

Steiner said in the 20s that electricity was electromagnetic waveform that was dumbing us down 

 

Dowsing is about harnessing and amplifying natural innate senses and abilities, combined with 

electro-magnetic sensitivity. These are our instinctive, survival senses that we, and other animals, 

are using when seeking direction, food and each other. Senses which make us vulnerable to the 

bombardment of EMFs – tv and radio waves, phones, wifi, radiation from power lines and 

household appliances etc. 

New Zealand is hot property for cabal 

Film stars, etc. 

No disruption if shit goes down. Too far away. 

 

 

 

• USN Capt. Mark Richards 

 

MJ12 is also known as “Scion.” 

 

Falklands war…battle with Draco/Orion alliance against Raptors. We won. Earth may have been 

lost. 

Last English victory. 

 

James Angleton CIA, kept UFO file secret from fellow CIA guys. 1954-75 secrecy timeline 

notes. Obsession. Kept files to himself. Project Paperclip affiliation. Mobbed up. 

 

Humans have simoultaneous incarnations 

 

Armies of androids in China and USA 

 

Cloning is faulty science, bad job 

 

Lagrange L-5 points, portals, jumps to Orion ships. 
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L-1 is between Earth and the Sun. Shuttlecrafts to Orion crafts. 

 

Quantum Gate: reassemble your body on other side. Dangerous. 

Dimensional Gates are used normally. 

 

6 AI networks on Earth. Ongoing battle. 

 

Human Army:  off planet by Raptors. Will fight for Alliance. 

 

Trogs, insectoid beings, bad deal. 

 

Gaseous beings near Saturn, portal, helping us. 

 

AI has taken over our financial system. 

 

6 UFO researches have been murdered. 

 

Raptors pissed off at disclosure being thwarted. 

 

SSP Alliance, AI has infiltrated, much confusion.  

Russians in charge in Syria. 

Will side with us against China if need be. China is controlled by reptoids and Draco. 

 

Aryans genetically linked to reptilians. Syrians too. Genetic breeding. Women especially. Blonde 

blue eyed have best reptilian DNA. 

 

Iran stargates in Zagros and in Afghanistan. Shifting gates. Hard to defend. 

Draco are using them to bring in ships and send off human slaves. 

 

African Rift Valley, big Draco base. Sardinia too. 

 

Turkey was old reptilian stronghold long ago. They are back now. Nazi types abound. 

 

Shumash Indians used to protect portals, cally wild fires, collateral damage 

 

Micro-novas are a threat. ETs will deflect them. Asteroids too. 

 

Missile tests off cally are used to close portals 

 

USA HAARP taken down, we are unzipped. Russia too. 

Now we cant tell about incoming craft. 

 

Draco: wars in Orion too. Busy. 

 

The six AI could be making mistakes on timelines. Confusion. An attack by ET? 
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JFK Dallas, he was going to brief some aerospace scientists on our ET wars 

 

Pentagon 9/11 jet:  people on that jet are gone offworld 

 

5G is AI …travels free around planet, bad deal. 

 

 

 

• Very good Video on Wash DC and Freemasons: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJqtisj3dGU 

 

 

 

• Dr. John Coleman: 

 

Committee of 330, in Intel circles, “The Olympians.” 

 

NRO is top intel group. 

Bigger than CIA 

 

Von Braun told TIME in 1965 that the moon was heavier than what were told, center of gravity 

was 43K miles. Maybe fired from NASA after that. Fairchild inc. 

 

 

 

 

• W. Thompkins and Dr. Robert M. Wood of Douglas Aircraft 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Chn7i42aDh0 

 

Wood worked with Stan Friedman 

Confirmed MJ12 disposal document 

 

1941 Cape Girardeau Missouri, predated Roswell, UFO crash. (Probably on purpose to give us 

tech to deal with the Nazi SS programs) 

 

1950s: TRW studied everything in our universe. Compartmentalized. Drilled deep holes. Pangea 

confirmed. Lots of galaxies.  

Earth was geologically unstable. Tectonic plates. Floods. 

 

Moon pyramid building was floating. Roads. Buildings. Junk. 

TRW sats with cameras. 1960s. 

Huntsville AL was originally NASA and US Army. Hard core. Racist Alabama for Nazis. 

 

Apollo 11: big (Draco) ships intercepted module on route. On radar. Friendly pass, a salute. 

All of the 11 astronauts knew the intel. 
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Landed on high edge of crater. 

 

  LEM is the dot. 

 

Only Huntsville heard the medical channel radio. Classified. 

“Good God sir, they are enormous! They are here and watching us.” Said Armstrong. 

 

Job One: Freemason plaque. Flag, ownership of the Moon. But we do NOT own it.  

Then it was “A small step for man…” That was the second show. 

Freemasons are idiots. NAÏVE. 

 

Many Draco troops were standing at the craters edge underneath the ships. 

They gave us the finger, or equivalent. 

 

1942, German Navy captain and small group set up shop on Moon at behest of Draco. 

 

Ad. Rico Botta was 4 stars. In 1947 he took command of naval air station San Diego. 

Thompkins was the bag man to aviation companies and black rooms. Sketches. Propulsion. 

Electronics. RFPs. Naval Aircraft Systems. 

 

Nazis given brand new UFOs. The SS. 

 

Nordic secretaries, Aldebaran.  Same deal as Vril society. 

Navy patent office. ET channeled info. Quantum leaps. 

 

Botta couldn’t believe the German programs. 1000s of programs. Life extension. Clones. 

Scripps in California still working on this program. Pills. 

Von Braun and others age regressed and extended. 

 

400-800% better brain function. We use only 2.3% because of the Draco mind control. 

We used to have 800% back in Prediluvian times. 

You become more useful over a long time. 

20 and Back programs. No memory. US Navy. Multiple tours of duty. 
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Blue People (Sirians?, Pleiadians? Avians?) Helped psychically on commercial applications of 

tech by aerospace companies. 

 

WW2 German cargo subs, massive 400 people 

DEW weapons used in 1945 from a sub, British destroyer sunk 

Draco weapons 

 

ALL This info was very hard on the corporations involved. But they grew into it fast. 

 

Skunk Works becomes a reality. 

 

Otis T. Carr, Automation Inc. Santa Monica. Saucer works. 

Herman Oberth involved. SS. 

Teleportation craft. Portal tech. 

 

 

 

• Parkes: 

 

If Trump were really working for the Deep State, the media would be tripping over themselves to 

praise him! 

Some journalists are beginning to suspect foul play in all the baseless attacks 

Public rants about “the wall,” but not about missing kids? 

DT gets together researchers en masse on everything. Info dump. 

5G in cally fire stations 

Elite go places without cell masts, south France, etc. 

 

9/11 was featured in Terminator 2 

 

Putin is overseeing release of new tech to many nations.  

USA corporations same, its the MAGA program. Not in competition. 

L-M Energy. 

 

USA Military is behind Trump wall 

 

4th dimension in the press: admitted finally. But we don’t get a big word because then the 5th 

would be outed. 

 

5D folks can use a clone body 

 

Qanon….military and a supercomputer. Very powerful. REAL DEAL. 

Can predict 6 months ahead. MIC group and ANTISATANIC. 

Can be hacked…be careful. 

 

Trump is a ruthless businessman, Not evil. 3D world guy. No saint. 

Right guy right place right time. Maverick. Cant be controlled by Deep State. 
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We’ll see what happens…….. 

 

Obama’s ass was kissed by the press and media. Always the HERO. 

 

 

 

• John von Neumann was killed for sharing UFO file. Was in charge of it for awhile. 

His brilliant wife Clara committed suicide. (weather prediction) X protect. MIB. 

Physicists always were watched. 

RAND consultants. 

Jelly on car handle, poison. 

He was inspiration for Dr. Strangelove. (He wanted a first strike on the hated Soviets) 

The foreign and Hungarian scientists were called Martians. 

 

https://www.darkjournalist.com/x-facts-x4.php 

 

 

 

 

 

A remarkable interview occurred in Washington, D.C., on 

September 15, 1950, but the content did not leak out until the 

early 1980s, when Canadian ufologist Arthur Bray found a 

memo by one of the participants, radio engineer Wilbert B. 

Smith of Canada's Department of Transport. The memo 

described a conversation with physicist Robert I. Sarbacher, 

a consultant with the U.S. Department of Defense Research 

and Development Board (RDB), at one of the regular 

meetings Sarbacher and other government scientists 

conducted with their Canadian counterparts. 

 Hyper And Ultrahigh Frequency Engineering 

Asked about the crash rumors, Sarbacher said they were "substantially correct." He 

said UFOs "exist. . . . We have not been able to duplicate their performance. . . . All we know is, 

we didn't make them, and it's pretty certain they didn't originate on the Earth." The issue was so 

sensitive that "it is classified two points higher even than the H-bomb. In fact it is the most 

highly classified subject in the U.S. government at the present time."  

When interviewed, Sarbacher said he had not personally participated in the UFO project, though 

he knew those who had, including RDB head Vannevar Bush, John von Neumann, and J. Robert 

Oppenheimer -- three of America's top scientists in the 1940s and 1950s. He had read documents 

related to the project and on occasion had been invited to participate in Air Force briefings. 
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"There were reports that instruments or people operating these machines were also of very light 

weight, sufficient to withstand the tremendous deceleration and acceleration associated with their 

machinery," Sarbacher told an inquirer in 1983. "I remember in talking with some of the people 

at the office that I got the impression these 'aliens' were constructed like certain insects we have 

observed on Earth, wherein because of the low mass the inertial forces involved in operating of 

these instruments would be quite low. I still do not know why the high order of classification has 

been given and why the denial of the existence of these devices." Sarbacher could not recall 

where the crashes had taken place, but he did remember hearing of "extremely light and very 

tough" materials recovered from them. 

Sarbacher's story never varied, and he resisted the temptation to elaborate or speculate. All who 

interviewed him were impressed. Still, his story could not be verified, since the persons he 

named were all dead. Sarbacher himself died in the summer of 1986. Murdered by X - Protect. 

 

• Freemasonic/mystery school: 2 pillars represent portal technology. Gateway to higher worlds. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

• Gurdjieff: 

 

Steiner said the mystery schools at the time realized that scientific materialism was 

replacing philosophy. The public couldn’t handle the metaphysical stuff. The tech could be 

misused, so schools went very secret. (Prussians 1840s). 
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Spiritualism and Atlantis psychic stuff came out as a craze in response. A mystery school 

attempt at public seeded. 

Gurdjieff….its an inner circle of humanity. The secrets. 4th way is to be in the real world. 

WW1. Attain transformative powers in everyday life. Overcome chaos but be centered. 

3rd way is a faquir in India, hot coals, nail beds. 

Ouspensky 

Out of body astral travel is low level stuff 

Gurdjieff said mystery schools don’t hoard the intel or hide it, they are waiting for people 

worthy of it. Wars stop progress. 9/11, fear, distractions. 

Great White Brotherhood, white is aura color 

Mosul was the base of Sarmoun 

WW2 Sarmoun weren’t available. Iraq is war torn today 

Hence 4th way, develop a magnetic center in you 

No schools today, not much, crack down 

Sarmoun wisdom went from Gurd to john g. Bennett 

Gurd said in ww2 that we were sleeping machines on both sides 

Steiner said it’s a spiritual crisis, Ahriman. Sci materialism. 

Mystery schools are about charity and work for others…service, gets people passed the 

programming. Breakaway groups. Renaissance, a force to guide humanity. Advice. 

Churches fucked this up 

Do you have the wisdom to use the knowledge 

MS…Don’t achieve things by violent action. No overthrows by war. 

CIA would hate Bennet school in WV,  

Psychedelics were used by lesser mystery schools said Gurd. But Indians and shamans 

are OK. 

Secret societies do! SS, Thule. Freemasons. Bad guys. 

Steiner, Bessant, Blavatsky, Blinded by scientific materialism, the information would be 

there when things fell apart. 
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• Parkes 

 

Wilcock says theres a massive attack on truthers and spiritual folks, desperate. 

Gaia.com was marketing oriented not truth. Maybe Deep State controlled opposition. 

 

Trump is clean re: pedo stuff. Military wouldn’t support him otherwise. 

Arguments yes, that’s normal. 

Marine corps generals want no public airing of trials and dirty laundry 

 

Pope sacked a cardinal and said Satanism was child murder. Vatican at war with itself. 

3 cardinals came together to oust bad guys. 

 

Trump had 5G briefing that stated its bad. Jinn? 

Chemtrails are all about metal particles for radar and 4th Dem ETs coming in. 

Putin refuses Chems. They have Tesla tech to detect. 

 

 

• Emotion drives the ESP message in telepathy 

 

L. Moulton Howe: New Military whistleblowers talk of black octogon in Antarctica. 

Navy seal says much ET tech fused in rock was in Afghanistan. We liberated all of it in the wars. 

NSA has entire floor for galactic trade and black market, 8th floor. 
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• MISC 

 

GSSAP, the Geosynchronous Space Situational Awareness Program 

Pleiadians have adjusted flight paths. 

 

The second secret that the Cabal is trying to hide is that interactions between female and male 

polarity create a toroidal electromagnetic field that triggers kundalini energy which leads to 

planetary liberation. 

 

As the Jesuit plan to suppress human sexuality has failed, they have devised a new plan. They 

want to de-polarize and confuse female and male sexual identity by promoting gender confusion: 

 

https://www.rt.com/news/447454-pc-gone-wild-traditions-2018/ 

 

 

• USA Prisons with suspicious and advanced architecture of the “old world.” 

Why so many 19th cent castles and fanciful, expensive prisons? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-rh5JCGRX0 

 

 

 

• Farrell 

 

Hess: met with a British Lord about his treaty. 

The man asks Hess about Greece and Norway. 

Coded reference to Antarctica. Norwegian Queen Mauds Land was Neuschwabenland. 

German claims were about the land farther inland. 

Hess said the Fuhrer hasn’t spoken on this matter. 

Germans found stuff there. Ruins. Admiral Byrd was with them in 1938. 
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Today the Russians have clammed up about lake Vostok. 

 

WW2: Hitler said NOT to destroy Leningrad, but to just starve them out. Save St. Petersburg! 

I think its because it was an Atlantian survivor city built with amazing technology. 

A grand prize. Onion domes and technology architecture. 

Tartarians? 

 

China has good education. More science & engineering. 

India too. 

 

Entire federal budget is now arguably black. 

Black budget has taken over everything. 

 

C.A. Fitts:   black money also goes off world. Trillions. Otherwise they’re would be massive 

inflation. Doesn’t come out the load end. 

Slow burn crash. Debt relief. May backfire. 

Gold standard is OK for Deep State because they have it all. 

 

Debt free currency needed. Like colonial America. 

No student loans. 

 

Von Braun was CEO of “DISC.” Non existent defense group.(?) 

 

High voltage plasma physicist, Kurt Debus. NASA senior flight director. 

1983 retired. He was the guy that all of USO files get funneled to. 

He was a Nazi Bell man with Hermann Oberth 

OTRAG, orbital rocket German firm…Congo compound for missiles and bio weapons 

Private Area 51 

 

Ted Kennedy was put in line by Chappa. Deep State twisted his arm. 

No more abortion rights, he toes the line. Moderate now. 

No more dynasty. 

 

Mcarthy would have uncovered Nazi groups and Deep State, MJ12, so JFK and Bobby were 

targeted early. 

They knew about FED and prez Wilson. 

 

Guy Bannister…original X File, UFO reports by Kenneth Arnold 

 

 

 

• Parkes/Fulford 

 

Parkes confirms CIA video/voice print of big USA politician, near Podesta, murder video. HRC. 

Uma. Real deal. 
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Deep State power in Europe is in Switzerland. 30 year-“Kill Iran” stuff came out of Mark Rich  

facility. 

Royal now abdicating a lot. 

 

No consensus over “free” new world political system, China wants theirs, competition. 

Euro carbon taxes by royals. 

 

Black Pope is Venezuelan 

 

China / USA / and Russia are getting together against deep state private armies & Blackwater, 

etc. 

 

CERN was trying to open an unguarded 4th dimensional portal. All others guarded by Fed of 

Light. 

Draco quarantine over. But no disclosure, or free press yet. No freedom. 

 

Gen. Irwin Rommel was a star. Gun suicide. State funeral as hero, not as Hitler-hater. (He was) 

Precedent for indicted folks in USA. Indictments lead to secret killings so theres no public 

disgrace. Sheeple cant handle it. BS. 

We need public disclosure. 

Lots of forgiveness needed, but hard justice too. 

We don’t need one ruling elite replaced by another. 

 

Cally fires were/are a free for all. Many competing forces. 

 

Youtube takes down real intel, photos and videos fast. 

 

The white race is what the dark forces wanted to interact with 

So few people of color in the UFO field 

A few Zulu and Dogon and Hopi 

Draco and Annunaki wanted to control whites 

Soul of darker skin peoples, the soul overrides the programming 

Black folks are hard to control by negative forces, brown eyes 

 

Star kids have 4D codes coming in now so they can understand & interact with dark 4D forces 

Blue eyes are Pleiadian 

 

Chinese backing Pakistan, USA backing India, war is coming? 

Weapons test, covert /overt 

 

Soros and Obamas in Gitmo, 2/25 

G. Bush turning states evidence on 9/11 

 

We are a firewall planet for the AI 

AI was originally 4D only, corrupted Draco & Annu computers 

Terminator films 
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Crystal Skulls tech: 

Each layer of crystal is a trillionth of an inch. You laser etching circuits on each layer. Very 

dense. Hard drive. Powerful. Our chips suck in comparison. 

Sirius humans made the skulls, all connected in series 

May be Atlantean tech 

 

Draco are 4D because theyre an old, old race. Always service to self. (Black shiny armor) 

Only just made it to lower 4th. They used to be more diverse. 

Darkness resides in lower 4th, they became much worse and warlike. 

A trap. They were already on the warpath. Now theyre homogenous. 

 

2:30 am is bleed through time. Bad shit happens. Dimensions thin. Attacks on psychics. Tipping 

point. Pressed realities, crossovers. 

 

 

 

• Jason Rice, SSP 

 

https://www.gaia.com/video/technologies-ssp?fullplayer=feature 

 

Combat shuttles, antigrav 

 

 
 

Below, Box shuttle: 

 

Flying tanks, heavy weapons 
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Fast. Box cargo.  

US Navy, wide range of ships 

Water layer in layered armor of ships 

 

 

 
 

Wedge ships, interstellar, ½ mile long. Made in USA. 

Armored suits for combat, heavy 
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Pods for suits, mini antigrav engine for orbital/ground use. Rough landings. Quick deployment 

use. Like Navy Seals with parachutes. “An orbital insertion.” 

Electromagnetic bubble inertia dump system, visually nauseous.  

Kinetic weapons work with the bubble. No recoil. 

 

Navy shuttle pilots use psychic control. Mindlink system. Neural interface. Just like ETs. 

Holographic panels. Glass panels, touchscreens. All becomes 3D. Instruments for flight. 

Immediate reaction times. 

 

 

 

 

Advanced mirror kinetic 

system, returns fire to 

point of origin. New 

weapon system. 

Jason couldn’t use it. No 

tech transfer, highest 

security. Classified. 

Combat Heavy Suit. Like 

in “Avatar”. 
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Like a tank suit. 1- man unit. Artillery piece, heavy. DEW weapons. Conventional ordinance too. 

Fast. 70-80 mph. The movie Avatar showed a crude version of these. Disclosure film. 

Another combat suit allows a man 100 mph running. 

 

Quantum “gravity well” propulsion on bigger ships. Gravimetric. Portals used for fast trips. 

Some trips are longer than other. Tight security on travel times. Classified. 

They can jump, point to point, like Battlestar Gallactica, which was originally based on 1970’s 

US Navy SSP. 

 

Lots of advanced stealth drones used in combat. 

Some ET ones look like people. Mini drones inside cyborg. They scatter. 

 

 

Medical unit: on board a big ship, an ET surveillance/intel strike happened energetically to a med 

scanner, taking over the nanites. Manchurian candidate happened.  (Alliance?) 

 

Nanite enhancements use human brain as AI control system, all body parts are enhanced & 

upgraded. Pineal glands too. Like monks in freezing weather. No pain. 

We can do everything without nanites, too. 

 

Medical regeneration pod. Any limb or injury can be fixed holographically using sound, color, 

light with your DNA. Reprint parts as new, 3D print. 
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Med bay. Color, light, vibration, DNA. 

Challenge to reuse limbs. Therapy needed. 

 

 
 

Above: the Tesla tower for ley line electrical differential energy production. 

He was deployed on planets that were about where we were in 1850. Just heading into the 

industrial revolution, a steady state society, but they had free energy towers in each yurt like 

home. Conical roof & airflow system. 

Tesla got the tech in his dreams from ETs. 

Universal knowledge. 
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20 and back:  “Career Return Program” 

 

Desensitizing training, just like the SS 

 

ET consultants during training   “Charlie” 

 

Punishment: holographic time manipulation. You could be punished for 5 min, but in your mind 

its 5 years in solitary. 

 

ICC came to the war zone to collect tech and dead created hybrid combatants 

 

 

 

 

 
 

“Cigar” US Navy ship near Mars. 

 

Hull-Effect antimatter propulsion. 

Scalable systems, some are as small as a cigarette pack. 

 

Room temperature fusion generators for electricity. 
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Gene Therapy 

Med patches, second skin, heals wounds with spray component. Nanite reactive. 

Small wounds & burns. Generic DNA in kit. Zero rejection. 

This tech is being supplied for “Second Skin” treatment in our military on Earth. 

 

RITM SCENAR med device is back engineered 

 

 

 

ET craft, some are sentient and alive, 

Emery’s Jello ship 

 

Teslatron medical technology is good stuff, 

frequency & color& light 

 

Zero pt free energy in use in USA, Russia, 

and China, very quietly. Power companies 

charge anyway. 

 

 

 

 

• Misc 

 

In 2019 we are aware of merging realities in our timeline, expansion of consc. 

Bleed thru. Slippery, flexible. 

 

TTSA is a testing of waters. We’re not ready they said. Paradox. More people in the know.  

Disclosure on different levels. Biggest secret everyone already knows. 

We would be “sasquatches” today without ET hybrid program. 

 

 

• AUTEC Andros island. They study Bermuda triangle and Atlantis rising. Dimensional levels. 

Bimini road. Etc. Intermittent dimensional appearances. Atlantis Hot Zone. Cuba, Yucatan, 

Bimini. Ruins off Cuba. UFO activity. The Navy’s Area-51. Hard to control area, portals. 

Alternative media quiet on this story for most part. Why? Tongue of the ocean is 6000 ft. there. 

Many cables running into it. 

Geopolitically hot zone too. 

Hemingway and Castro both interested in Atlantis, John Lennon too. 

 

Hy Brasil has been seen. Portal? 

 

Einstein confirmed Charles Hopgood’s pole shift theory. 

IKE helped Hapgood see map in Spanish archives, WOW! 

Piri Reis had access to Constantinople archives. Original Atlantis map.  

“Secret map of Columbus.” He found it in “The old world” 
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National security affair. 

JFK and Hemingway were on the search too. BOTH DEAD in 1963. 

Attaturk and Sec. Stimson on it too. Map was never found. 

 

Pauline Zalitski found ruins off Cuba. Was imprisoned in Mexico. 

 

The discovery was first made in 2001 when Pauline Zalitzki, a marine engineer, and her husband 

Paul Weinzweig, owners of a Canadian company called Advanced Digital Communications 

(ADC), were working on a survey mission in conjunction with the Cuban government off the tip 

of the Guanahacabibes Peninsula in the Pinar del Río Province of Cuba. ADC was one of four 

firms working in a joint venture with President Fidel Castro's government to explore Cuban 

waters, which hold hundreds of treasure-laden ships from the Spanish colonial era. The team was 

using advanced sonar equipment to scan a 2 square kilometer area of the sea floor when they 

noticed a series of symmetrical and geometric stone structures resembling an urban complex. 

 

Zapata Oil had rigs nearby the Hot Zone, 1950’s. 

 

Mexico, Acambaro site, ET figurines that Hapgood found amazing. 4530 BC? 

Was this a Draco experiment? DNA experiments run amok? 

Is it much older? Very suppressed story. Kill switch. 

Casey said 50k BC the Atlantians killed off dinosaurs, pole shift 

 

NASA, cape Canaveral, ley lines 

 

The Crystal itself, the Tuaoi Stone, or Fire Stone, was an Atlantean Power Crystal. It was huge 

in size, cylindrical in length, and prismatic in shape, cut with six sides. Atop the crystal was a 

moveable capstone, used to both concentrate incoming rays of energy, and to direct currents to 

various parts of the Atlantean countryside. It appears that the Crystal gathered solar, lunar, 

stellar, atmospheric and Earth energies as well as unknown elemental forces and concentrated 

these at a specific point, located between the top of the Crystal and the bottom of the capstone. 

 

The energy was used for various purposes. In the beginning it was used as purely a spiritual tool 

by initiates who could handle the great energy. The early Atlanteans were peaceful people. As 

they developed more physical material bodies, they used the crystal to rejuvenate their bodies 

and were able to live hundreds of years while maintaining a youthful appearance. 

 

Later the Great Crystal was put to other uses. Currents of energy were transmitted throughout the 

land, like radio waves, and powered by these, crafts and vehicles traversed the land, through the 

sky and under the sea at the speed of sound. 

 

By utilization of other currents originating from the Great Crystal, the Atlanteans were also able 

to transmit over great distances the human voice, and pictures, like modern television. In the 

same manner, even heat and light could be directed to specific buildings or open arenas, giving 

illumination and warmth by seemingly invisible means. 
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Rudolph Hess: 

Cleared of genocide 

Ludicrous charge against him, light sentence 

No direct involvement in murder, Nuremburg 

He was going to give names, cabal govt, deals with Hitler 

Doctor in prison said not real Hess 

Deal might have had a deal against USA and Russia, maybe 

Germany and UK allies? 

 

Cally vineyards used for SRA, and LA’s old subway system. Cally fires burned pedo homes and 

estates. Comet Pizza fire in DC. 

All these fires are no coincidence. 

 

Fracking destroys energetic signature of the area. BAD agenda. 

Earth uses pure water to carry energy node to node. 

Planet and people are separated. 

 

MedCure medical training center, Las Vegas, “The Factory” 

Hillary Clinton & associates body parts dump. Satanic stuff. Loose laws in Nevada. 

FBI is on it. 

Body parts sold for big money, not used for transplants. 

Many locations worldwide. 

 

Mueller turned, now loyal to Trump. 

 

Anger is a higher vibe state for low vibe folks. 

 

Auras have portals to other dimensions 

Timelines change in dreams, change of perspectives common 

 

Pleiadian light ships around and about 

Rothschild family shakeup, desperate 

Indictments started, small stuff. Pattern emerging. 

Some mil courts open, offering deals or death. Rommel deal. 

Simon wants no death sentences. Humanity won’t wake up. Treating us as unable to cope with 

this. Secret tribunals aren’t the answer, public ones are. 

 

Shutdown, Trump analyzing FED, gold amounts? 

We may have very little. 

Special budget put aside. 

Cleanse of corporate USA 

 

Taxes must end. Not legal. 

Tax nonessential commodities. 

Banks 1% interest fees. 
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Rockefeller, Morgan, Mellon family are a front for the Venetian Black Nobility, VBN. Mafia. 

 

Nancy Pelosi is linked to Baltimore mob. VBN.  

Plan B POTUS. 

Maryland a Catholic stronghold since 1775. George Calvert.  

1789 first catholic bishop. 

Gtown univ. 1789, part of Maryland. 

First catholic cathedral in Baltimore. Jesuits close to power of DC. 

Bank of America, drug money. VBN. 

Oldest money on planet, VBN. 

 

 

USAF black wing craft, wings are for storage, not for lift. Disinformation. 

Processed out of German service. 

Lt. Col. Retirement ceremony. Disinfo stunt. BS. 

Age regressed. 2 weeks. Like chemotherapy. Doped up. Pain. Sickness. 

No nanites left. Full reset. Woke up 24, and with a cold. No memories. 

PTSD, depression. Mystery.  

Eventually memories came back as vivid dreams. 20-year process of discovery. 

MIB folks. Mind wipes. Flashes. Maybe the AFOSI. 

Out-processing at Area 51. 

 

Age regression tech was ET. An agreement was made. People must be returned to former life. 

Rules. SSP programs have many rules and boundaries.  

Supply system in SSP has a lot of digital paperwork, a trail. 

Every last nanite. 

Mars Germans got the mind wipe tech, but rules were added. 

Maybe a Nordic group. 

 

Spiritual awakening helps folks remember. 

 

 

 

• Emery Smith: Portals 

 

On Ley Lines, DUMBS set up near them. 

Reverse engineer portal tech that’s ancient. 

Base on top to harvest energy. Govt land. 

Not active all the time, the universe has to be aligned 

Our portals are not perfected. Change to the body. 

Distortion at entrance like plexiglass, blurry. 

Through them is a rip in time and space. When a person walks through there’s a distortion. 

Pressure change, sinuses. Ears pop. 

Debriefings. Missions are briefed with info from past missions. 

Thin air, weather, etc. 
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Northern NM DUMBS used for security. 

Picture frame, 30ft wide. Square. Giant doorway. 

Some in hangars. 

Electrmag flux field. Transdimensional. Bilocation 

of materiel. 

Big indoor spaces with drones. ¼ mile long. 

 

Drones go through to check out what’s on the other side. Signals OK. Video. 

Corporate work on new tech. Sale to public or private sector. 

Teams are at big risk. Time gap when they go back. 

Ley Lines in our universe, cosmic web, our galaxy, solar sys. We are mapping the cosmic web 

and wormholes. Highway map. 

 

Hexagon on Saturn is a giant portal. 

Ancient portal structures at destinations. Open at specific times. 

Teams are lost. AI glitch, reverse engineering flaw. Military folks are expendable. 

 

ET craft have mastered portable portal tech. Flux field opens and they go through. 

 

Ancient Ruins, megaliths, and pyramids are near portals and may heal the Earth. 

That’s what they’re for.  

 

Natural portals use ley lines of the universe. 
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https://www.gaia.com/video/perils-portal-missions?fullplayer=feature 

 

 

2 hr. missions. 

Maps and intel briefings extensive. 

Sometimes you go to a wrong place. 

Gear and suits must be correct for specific mission. 

Special dogs in suits/backpacks/helmets/eye goggles iridium. trained with frequency, 

earthquakes and smell minerals. Gas, etc, 
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     Dog suit 

 

 

Storms brew up fast offworld. 

Robots used for tests. Air, water, soil, etc. 

Pressure suits used. Hexagon helmet, HUD. 

Skies change color fast. Nauseating. Special helmets keep skies same color. 

 

Big spruce trees. Very tall. 

Water looked luminescent, bio. 

Ground not solid sometimes. 

One man down, mission is aborted. 

 

Simulators used for training. 

Bad bio agents return on suits. Sealed facility upon return. 

Oxide gas, frequency cleansing. HBO chamber. Decon hallway. 

2 week eval. Apartment complex. 

 

Emery lost all his friends and colleagues on a mission in 2018. 

We need to be educated when cabal rule ends. 
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We cant make a portal yet that goes where we want. 

Its haphazard where a portal goes. Many destinations at different times. 
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Portal mission illustration. 
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Drone robot 

 

Underwater bases near portals 

We are building more and more 

Modular construction. Drill from USA in tunnels. 

Portal in Mariana trench. Old ET base.  

We built a base there too. 

Maglev Terradrive goes near these bases. 

Transparent metal for domes is flexible. 

Aquafarians have spongy bones. 
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Underwater med lab for dissection, etc. 

Aquafarians will dissolve in air. 
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   Aquafarian 

 

 

 

• Farrell 

 

Oswald got into Russia via the Gehlen intelligence. CIA contracted them. 

Liason: George de Mohrenschildt 

 

The Texas oilmen had connections with Gehlen. (Allen Dulles brought Gehlen to USA) 

Paul Mellon involved. 

JFK was going to get rid of entire Deep State in one fell swoop. Naïve. 

Truman and IKE warned JFK to do something. Briefed him fully. 

 

  Gehlen 

 

Hitler survived in Argentina. This file was in the 

recent JFK disclosure documents. 

This story was lost. 

Oswald spoke German. USA Nazi Party affiliate. 

Walter Dornberger: NASA. Von Braun team with 

Oberth. 

Nazi Chain of command exactly reproduced at 

NASA. 

Hubertus Strughold, space medicine. 

John J. Mcloy, lawyer for IG Farben, friend of Hitler. Warren commission. 

The Paperclip men wanted JFK dead after his CIA speech. 

 

Hess was in charge of secret research early on, knew Dornberger well. 

Reich Commissar of all technical matters. Secrets. 
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He was granted titles such as Reich Minister without Portfolio, member of the Secret Cabinet 

Council, and member of the Ministerial Council for Reich Defense. In 1939 Hess was even 

designated to be Hitler's successor after Göring. 

But over time, his limited power was further undermined by the political intrigue of the top 

Nazis around Hitler who were constantly scheming for personal power. Hess had only one 

desire, to serve the Führer, and thus lacked the will to engage in self serving struggles for power 

and lost out primarily to his subordinate and eventual successor, Martin Bormann. As a result, 

Hitler gradually distanced himself from Hess. 

 

• SEE:   https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tierra_hueca/esp_tierra_hueca_15.htm 

 

Auslandsorganisation, Commissar for Foreign Policy, Commissar for All University Matters and 

University Policy, Commissar for All Technological Matters and Organization, and also head of 

the Office for Racial Policy.11 Hess, in layman’s terms, had his "finger in every pie". 

Rudolph Hess was also an active member of the Thule Society, and his interest in Antarctica 

would have been on both personal and professional levels. Hess, a keen aviator, used his position 

in both the Nazi Party and the Thule Society to meet Richard Byrd when he lectured the 

personnel who were heading for the Antarctic with the Deutsche Antarktische 

Expedition (German Antarctic Expedition) in 1938, and through his channels Hess would have 

known everything that had been discovered in Neuschwabenland. 

 

Hess’s enviable position as Deputy Führer and his close affiliation with the Thule Society which 

sponsored the expedition meant, as Canadian journalist Pierre van Paasen claimed shortly after 

Hess’s flight, that "[t]here was no major military plan and secret of the Third Reich of which he 

was unaware" 

 

The SS Ahnenerbe missions which Himmler authorized in pursuit of the "ancestral Aryan 

legacy" to such remote places as Tibet, Egypt and Iraq, and even as close by as the Channel 

Islands, brought in an inestimable amount of research. And though the 1938 Deutsche 

Antarktische Expedition was firmly under Hermann Göring’s control, Himmler was indeed more 

than interested in the findings of the expedition and the possibility of discovering an entrance to 

the fabled Hollow Earth - so much so that he surely would have demanded to have been 

informed for the sake of furthering the Aryan legacy myth. 

 

 

 

• IVO 

 

Cabal bases going down. Money system going bust. 

GITMO is confirmed as prison. 

DELTA forces active, see Cobra. 

Quantum financial system will come on line. More indictments. 
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McCain and GHW Bush both executed by lethal injection for violation of espionage act. Bush 

for Racketeering, drugs for weapons, etc. JFK murder. 

9/11 was “Project Hammer” 

 

Lindsey Graham, swapped sides for Trump. 

Seth Rich was leaking intel on pedo rings. HRC. 

 

 

• “The World Revolutionary Movement” 

Jordan Maxwells term for the Deep State and cabal and religions. 

Jehovas Witnesses are part of the new world order shit 

 

Saturn is inhabited. Sun god. Jews worship Saturn. Yahweh. Allah. Moses leader of a lunar cult. 

Henotheistic. Star of David is a hexagram. Spell, hex. 

 

 

• Misc: 

 

147 corporations, super conglomerate. Top 50 are too big to fail banks. 

Few cared for the last 50 years over all the UFO/Deep State info, but a small number did 

Its not socially acceptable though. 

 

Carl Sagan was blackmailed and became MJ12 member. 

“Extraordinary claims require extraordinary proof.” Asshole. 

 

2 years before trials will be leaked to the public. Small batches of folks to trial. They want to 

hide the most disturbing stuff, pedo & satanic. 

 

Alliance worried that Deep State may use trial footage for nefarious purposes 

They might present basic ET craft on public display 

 

Elon Musk:  plan to roll out free energy through Tesla if grid is damaged. 

 

Paradise CA, the Centaurians were going to come out so Deep State burned the town. 

 

Ming dynasty was a group of ETs, the Dragon Family. 

 Pyramids. Flat top landing pad. Control most of the worlds gold. 

They want a financial reset and disclosure. 

They were recently at a USA DUMBS. Negotiations. They own a lot of real estate and 

underground factories. Sept. 2018. 

They are ready to move forward. Gordion Knot of a financial system right now. 

 

Govt. Shutdown: will become a national emergency. All is a cover for starting tribunals. 

Far left militia groups have been funded by Deep State and may try to start a revolution. 
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The Department of Homeland Security 

DHS:  grab of Deep State folks is by immigration dept. No cops. No FBI. 

 

Bush funeral:  all big shots—Bushes, Obamas, Biden, etc. given envelopes with subpoenas.  

 

Harry Reid indicted for treason 

Lethal injection for others 

Shutdown Govt, maybe martial law 

IRS and Fed going down 

Sales tax but no income tax 

US Military is dealing with China on trade 

9/11 info dump by NSA soon 

 

 

 Malaysian dictator resigns over gold scandal, 

embezzlement 

Nuclear blackmail. Flight 317. 

 

9th Circle satanic cult:  worldwide. Coming 

apart. 

 

Photosynthesis has been hacked, no more Brazil 

rainforest destruction needed. Also soybean 

farms to feed Chinese pigs. 

 

US Military tasked as worldwide protection 

force after big disclosure and cabal collapse. 

This may be risky in my opinion. 

 

 

 

• Parkes 1-6-19 

 

Bush funeral envelopes 

Satanic symbol? 

Schwarzenegger in trouble too, Bush friend 

 

12/28/18.  Triangle Spacecraft took down power lines and junctions, a cabal warning to Trump. 

“No aliens here!”---unique phrasing by NYC fire dept. 

Many power stations all over USA 

EMP blasts 

DEW weapons 
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12/31.   SAC, USAF. Tweet:  “We will drop a nuke on anyone anti-American.” 

 

 
 

 

This was the Alliance reaction tweet. 

Tennis game. Lobbing threats. 

 

Jan 1, Govt shutdown. Trump may be taking certain groups off the payroll. 

This may help the wall project, but also will make cleaning out DC easier. 

 

Payseur family is 13th bloodline of Illum. 

 

US generals pushing for martial law 

 

CERN publicly admitted the 4th dimension exists 
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• Win Keech 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4HS26g4v6E&t=269s 

 

Draco reptilian transponders all over the Earth have been destroyed, HAARP was involved in 

this bad deal before. The Draco AI was enhanced. “The Matrix Code” 
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Eva Peron took 75% of Martin Bormann’s Nazi cash & gold, took it back to Switzerland in 

1947. See films of her. 

 

In 1982, The Falklands War was another hidden attempt to take over the Nazi stronghold and 

space base in Antarctica, Neuschwabenland. Brits fought Argentinian Nazi allies. 

Nano tech brought back for Marconi Co. 

Big tech lead from this. Aurora program––antigravitic scram jets–– was English at first. 

 

Marconi Communications, the former telecommunications arm of the General Electric 

Company plc (GEC), was founded in August 1998 through the amalgamation of GEC Plessey 

Telecommunications (GPT) with other GEC subsidiaries: Marconi SpA, GEC Hong Kong, and 

ATC South Africa. 

In December 1999, it became the principal subsidiary of Marconi plc, which was formed by the 

renaming of the entity left out of GEC, when GEC's defence arm, Marconi Electronic Systems, 

was merged with British Aerospace to form BAE Systems.Marconi plc was restructured 

to Marconi Corporation plc in May 2003. 
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• Alex Collier 1996 lost lecture: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qyNFII1Tolk 

 

Lyran human race came from another galaxy originally say Andromedans. No age to us, infinite. 

40M years of development in Lyra. Then a Draco ship arrived on Bila. 

 

Universe is 21 trillion year old hologram. All matter came out of black holes from another 

evolving universe. Sacks of matter. Heavy. Everything is frequency, color, and sound. 

 

Our universe is now making sacks. Making a 12th density. All dimensions are being pulled up. 

2013 end of 3rd density. 

 

12 density beings can see all dimensions. New to our universe. 

 

Draco created primate race. They create life as a resource for themselves only. 

They held back 10 out of 12 strands of DNA because they know we are originally 11th density 

beings. Extreme emotions. Much development. Genetic royalty. 

 

Paa Tall: created races that could evolve. 

 

We’re the only race in this galaxy that kill, starve, make injustice, of our own kind. 

 

Draco can create a solar system. 

 

Andromedans may take our moon away and deal with it in 2023. Destroy bad guys.  If necessary. 

 

Our moon came originally from Ursa Minor. Maldek folks were on it. Lost tribe of Lyra. 

The Pleaidians brought it here after the war which destroyed Maldek. 9 domed cities. 

Progenitors. 

Maldekians live under Tibet now, Agartha. Aryans. Bon people desendants. 

 

Only Aryans by birth on Moon today at LOC. Nazi held. Still Draco. 

NSA Blue Moon, Black Monks considered ET now despite being humans.  Names change. 

 

MJ12 answers to Alpha 1 on moon. A Draco/ET, international humans council. 

Alpha 2 (MJ12)  is personnel procurement. Nazi belief system. Moon/Mars. 

 

Mars is 3 times the size we’re told. 

 

All suns are a reflection of the beings of that galaxy. 

 

8 levels of human aura to create our reality 
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Haley Bop comet was an Orion diplomatic protocol ship. Negative agenda. 1997. 

 

World banking families are Maldekians, Aryans 

 

1931, the Nazis and Vril society opened a portal and let in regressive ETs 

Regressives, Annunaki, Draco, Greys, went back in time 12K years and began to control 

humanity with religions, money, etc. 

Mankind rebelled. Languages divided.  

 

We created our 3D reality eons ago, so ETs don’t know quite how to help us. They could make 

the situation worse. 

 

Intent of Source is where all elements of matter come from. Intent is the primal force of creation. 

Electron is the first creation. 

 

We are the miracle, all cells are made from intent.  

Our minds are a hologram. Multiple personalities are traces of past lives bleeding through. 

 

New Mexico is a no go area, free will is monitored there. 

 

Old souls have lots of experiences, lots of mileage. Many lives. Responsibility. 

 

Vitamin C production turned off from our DNA from Annunaki 

 

Archons are AI. Non soul beings. 

 

 

• Parkes 

 

“Old Ones” top Illuminati. 20 of them. 

Live thousands of years.  

“Pindar” is head of the 13 families. The governor of Earth. “Penis of the dragon.” Rothschilds. 

Draco has betrayed all of them. Royals betray their own warriors, so they can leave our system. 

No way. 

Subfactions forming. 

Queen of Orion claims Earth as her own. 

 

Slave trade: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XG3h-Piqy7k 

 

King Edward VIII 

Simpson was Nazi spy via von Ribbentrop her lover 

Edward visited Stalin in 1947 to ask him about Roswell crash and others. 

Stalin knew, and said he would infiltrate CIA in 10 years. 
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Simon drew this when he was young. 

The Draco military is very much like the Romans and the Nazis.  

Standard bearers, awards, teeth. This is where we get all the griffins and dragons in old symbols 

and crests, etc. Our militaries are based on their system, roughly. 

White is a sacred color, royal Draco color. 

Valor is highly prized. Ceremony and ritual, just like a military honor parade. 

Medals, awards. 
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Simon wanted to look like Hitler at his mums wedding. 

He was taught by Draco to have “A face full of thunder” 

He felt he outranked everyone at 3. No smiling during rituals. 
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Mantids in their ship controlling human timelines and abductions 

Huge project management required 

Curved everything 
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Info goes to the upper deck. MAIN PILOTING CONTROLS. 
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Commander checks on systems. Morphing metal. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Blue lights: 

Calms you down. Respect for cops. The Draco used blue light in our DNA mods. 
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Underground base. DUMBS. 
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Draco in knights helmet. 
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On Mars, Draco wear masks. Maybe they don’t want to be recognized by others. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Super Special soldiers are humans. Not Super Soldiers, but different. 

Helmet with tube down throat for drugs. 
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Earth is much more energetic than other planets. 

Malfunctions occur on ET ships. 

 

 

• 2018 Amendment Courts Martial: effective jan 1. Trump changed everything. 

 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/2018-amendments-manual-courts-martial-

united-states/ 

 

 

• Project FIRESIGN.  VOG/ELF. Religious soft kill. Sky events. 3D images. Fake UFO 

invasion. 

 

For almost two decades the 

Department of Defense and 

NASA have coordinated on 

a black book project under 

the codename FIRESIGN. 

FIRESIGN’s aim is to 

create a religious “awe 

effect” in enemy 

populations to create an 

instantaneous psychological 

soft-kill (abject 

submission). The operation 

uses high powered lasers to 

project real seeming images 

on the sodium layer 100km 

above the surface. These 

images can cover hundreds 

or even thousands of square miles and can appear completely real, three dimensional, and can 

move.  

 

 

 

 

• US Army super exoskeleton revealed which 

confirms Emery Smith report 

 

 

 

• Blackwater and other private security came out with 

a warning to the financial Cabal when BW families 

were at risk. 
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